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Wealth Docx is the premier drafting tool for estate and business planning attorneys. Through 
document automation and built-in customizations, Wealth Docx helps attorneys create high-
quality legal documents in a fraction of the time. The following is an example of our Revocable 
Living Trust module, which allows users to create Individual, Joint, and Joint Pour-Over 
(Community Property) Trust. 

 � To begin the document drafting process, the user answers a series of questions in the client 
interview function. These questions are then automatically applied within the document, 
which the user can see in real time through the Preview Screen.

 � When using the Revocable Living Trust and Ancillaries interview, the trust length (Full or 
Simplified version) may be selected in the Revocable Living Trust Option screen of the 
interview.

 � The Comparison Chart lists the options (article by article) located in the full version of the 
trust and compares and shows whether the option is located in the Simplified and Quick 
versions of the trust. This chart provides users with a resource to help them quickly identify 
the most appropriate trust to meet the wishes of a specific client. The Comparison Trust can 
be downloaded from the Revocable Living Trust options screen of the interview or it can be 
downloaded by clicking on the link here.   
https://member.wealthcounsel.com/file/16578630314997259671
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 � In addition to creating a new trust, users may also create a restated trust. If the previous trust 
was drafted in Wealth Docx, the previous answer file or answer set may be used to create the 
trust restatement quickly in the drafting system.

 � The Revocable Living Trust interview provides default text if the client wishes to include a 
Statement of Intent. This text can be altered and set as the default language in the document 
being created, as well as future Revocable Living Trusts.

 � Once the user chooses to include a Statement of Intent, the language populates in the 
document. There is also an option to use WealthCounsel default language. When using 
the WealthCounsel generated default language, the user will be prompted to include any 
personal specific purpose and provide examples of such specific purposes. 



 � Wealth Docx also helps attorneys adhere to state property law through the separate or 
community property option:

 � The trust can be further tailored to your state’s laws through the Uniform Trust Code (UTC) 
provisions option.  For example, if a client lives in a state that has adopted UTC provisions, 
WealthCounsel provides default language, which can be selected.  The definitions related 
to the default language appear in the interview screen to give the user a quick view of the 
type of language that will populate in the document if the default option is selected—making 
it easy to determine whether the default language can be used or if the user will need to 
amend this language.



 � The Determination of Income and Principal option further allows the user to draft a 
document that is specific to his/her state law. This option includes WealthCounsel suggested 
state statutory references that can be easily used by clicking the blue button to “Clear field 
and reset to the [trust state] recommended” reference:

 � The interview provides users with the ability to name trustees and successor trustees for 
both incapacity and death.  



 � The excerpts below show the language that appears in the document as a result of the 
selections made in the interview concerning trustee succession during incapacity and death.

 � In addition to providing for trustees and trustee powers, there is an option to include 
provisions for a Trust Protector. The user may choose between using standard or enhanced 
Trust Protector powers.

 � The excerpt below shows a few of the specific sections enumerated within the Trustee 
Succession and Trust Protector Provisions article.



 � A wide array of marital share funding options also exist to provide flexibility and solutions to 
meet the needs of a variety of client-specific circumstances.

 � Depending on the options selected in the marital share funding options, users may create 
additional subtrusts including a marital QTIP Trust, a Family or Bypass (Credit Shelter) Trust, 
a Survivor’s Trust, and more.  



 � The Revocable Living Trust interview provides users with the option to create a Common 
Trust (also known as a pot trust) for the grantor’s children upon the grantor’s death.  In the 
interview, the user selects the age at which the Common Trust terminates and may choose to 
include customized guidelines with respect to distributions from the trust.  

 � The Common Trust addresses distributions of income and principal; 

 � advancements for specific purposes;

 

 � guidelines for discretionary distributions;



 � provisions for guardians; and 

 � termination of the trust.

 � Options to make distributions individuals, charities or a mixture of both, are provided in 
the interview. Distributions to children, residuary beneficiaries, and remote contingent 
beneficiaries allow users to make distributions outright, in a general needs trust or in a 
supplemental/special needs trust. Other options allow users to make staged distributions.
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